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TON

Hall 9
D02-04

Hand-crafted for generations

TON manufacture furniture using a manual bending technique at
the place, where this tradition began in 1861. 

However TON shift the features of this unique technique further
more and mix them with contemporary designers’ thoughts.

Tables and chairs become a connection of quality, innovative
shapes and a legacy to the place that has learned to

understand the wood for generations.

VIEW EXHIBITORS BRAND PAGE HERE

https://www.salonemilano.it/en/brands/ton


GANDIABLASCO
DIABLA

Hall 22
D21

Known for the creation of contemporary environments with
strong Mediterranean roots and its passion for outdoor living, the

Gandia Blasco Group has 3 brands- Gandiablasco, Diabla and
GAN Rugs.

The quality of their designs and the use of luxury materials has
made way for collaborations with architects and designers of

international prestige. More than just outdoor furniture, these are
fresh and elegant products that complement each other to

create environments where one can enjoy the outdoors,
Mediterranean-style.

VIEW EXHIBITORS BRAND PAGE HERE

https://www.salonemilano.it/en/brands/gandia-blasco
https://www.salonemilano.it/en/brands/gandia-blasco


GAN

Hall 22
D19

GAN is an internationally respected and revered rug company
from Gandia Blasco, representing an innovative and
contemporary outlook on original textile production.

GAN rugs are handmade by expert artisans using traditional
techniques that have been renewed and updated thanks to the

creativity of internationally renowned designers, including
Patricia Urquiola, Kengo Kuma and Kensaku Oshiro.

VIEW EXHIBITORS BRAND PAGE HERE

https://www.salonemilano.it/en/exhibitors?anno=2024&nome=gan&pageNumber=1


PEDRALI

Hall 14
A23-B24

Beauty, tradition and innovation outline the soul of Pedrali, the
Italian company producing modern furniture for the contract and

residential sectors for 60 years.

Pedrali produces contemporary furniture with careful and
accurate research aimed to create functional and versatile

industrial design products.

Seatings, tables, complements and lighting are exclusively
manufactured in Italy through a design process which combines

tradition and innovation, engineering excellence and creative
brilliance.

VIEW EXHIBITORS BRAND PAGE HERE

https://www.salonemilano.it/en/brands/pedrali


MARA

Hall 18
C15

Mara is an Italian company specialized in the production of
innovative, functional and design furniture for office, contract

and home.

Their products display a timeless union between innovation and
design with tables, seating and complements that contribute to

people's improved comfort and well-being all over the world.

VIEW EXHIBITORS BRAND PAGE HERE

https://www.salonemilano.it/en/brands/mara


CIZETA

Hall 14
E34

Cizeta’s story began over 40 years ago and has always been
linked to the production of chairs, along a continuous path of

growth and research

Their collection has been constantly evolving, always offering
new models, and currently provides a very comprehensive offer

in terms of style, setting and use.
 

Especially dedicated to the contract sector, Cizeta’s chairs are
protagonists of countless interior design projects and are
appreciated for their aesthetic, qualitative and functional

features

VIEW EXHIBITORS BRAND PAGE HERE

https://www.salonemilano.it/en/brands/cizeta


PIAVAL

Hall 18
B01

Piaval creates chairs, armchairs, sofas and tables to furnish and
satisfy the needs of the contract sector.

With more than a century of experience in woodworking.
aesthetic research, advanced industrial production and true

passion, Piaval meets the needs of contemporary Contract
projects.

Clean and simple profile, entrusting to precious materials the
expressiveness of the project.

VIEW EXHIBITORS BRAND PAGE HERE

https://www.salonemilano.it/en/brands/piaval


NOMON

Hall 11
H21

Nomon produce visually stunning pieces, where the clock ceases
to be a mere accessory and becomes the protagonist,

decorating the walls of homes, offices, receptions, and all types
of facilities.

Prepared in an artisan method, taking care down to the smallest
details, Nomon clocks have become over the years a benchmark

in the world of interior design.

Stripped to the limits of the archetypal elements of a clock, the
Barcelona- based brand has created a new watchmaking

proposal, elevating its pieces to the category of sculptures.

VIEW EXHIBITORS BRAND PAGE HERE

https://www.salonemilano.it/en/brands/nomon


FORNASARIG

Hall 18
D11-15

Operating since 1878, Fornasarig, is a four generation family
owned and operated company.

One of the longest history in the world of seating manufacturing,
they produce a wide range of contemporary and innovative

designed seating for contract environments. 

Their products are supplied to hotels, restaurants, bars, meeting
rooms, conventions rooms, university, banks, cruise ships, lounges

and waiting rooms.

VIEW EXHIBITORS BRAND PAGE HERE

https://www.salonemilano.it/en/exhibitors?anno=2024&nome=FORNASARIG&pageNumber=1


FERMOB

Hall 14
D41

Fermob stands out among the rest because of its unique,
patented designs and vibrant colours, which are intended to

infuse your environment with a fun and exciting tone.

Their furniture is designed for the outdoors, meaning that your
furniture will work with and enhance the aesthetic of your

environment.

VIEW EXHIBITORS BRAND PAGE HERE

https://www.salonemilano.it/en/exhibitors?anno=2024&nome=FERMOB&pageNumber=1


EVENTS
Many of our brands are hosting events open to the public. 

If you are attending Salone del Mobile in Milano you are welcome to join us.

SPAGNOLO APARTMENT

April 16-21
Open Hours 10am - 6/8pm
Palazzo Castiglioni, Milano

Corso Venezia 511

'Elle Decor Italia' and the Italian architectural firm DWA
have designed this space in which a careful and

harmonious selection of design pieces from 18 Spanish
companies in the habitat sector are displayed,

including GANDIABLASCO 

CUPRA GARAGE MILANO
Rebel Side of Design

April 16-21
Open Hours 10am - 10pm

Cupra Garage, Milano
Corso Como,1

One of the 3 CUPRA touch points that form the
content map and thus also the experiential

journey offered to FuoriSalone visitors
according to GANDIABLASCO lifestyle.

BOTANICA

April 16-21
Open Hours 10am - 7pm*

20th Century Monastery
Chiesa di Sant’Angelo

Esteemed designer Bodo Sperlein is set to revitalize
the Sant’Angelo Monastery, into a vibrant center of

creativity. The exhibition will debut Bodo's newest
creations meticulously selected international brands

including GAN, all inspired by nature



RAKUMBA

Enlightened Living 2024
Valcucine Showroom

Corso Garibaldi, 99
April 15-21, 10am - 8pm

Rakumba, Australia’s heritage luxury lighting brand, returns to
Milan Design Week 2024 to present their second edition of

‘Enlightened Living’ with Spotti at the Valcucine flagship in Brera,
Milan.

 
Enlightened Living 2024 is the largest exhibit of Australian

lighting ever shown internationally. More than 100 luminaires will
be on display across multiple levels of the Valcucine showroom,

bringing experiential living and lighting concepts to life –
extraordinary spaces highlighting exceptional craftsmanship yet

designed for everyday living.



ACTIU

"Aqua" by Studiopepe at
Archiproducts

Via Tortona 31
April 16-21

 Actiu invite you to come and discover their latest collections in
"Aqua", an interior design concept by Studiopepe, at the

Archiproducts showroom in Milan during the Salone del Mobile.

Discover this amazing environment in a very creative space that
encourages collaboration and well-being in all its aspects.

 It is a place where Actiu will present some of its new collections
and designers including “Meetia” by Ramón Esteve, “Dorik” by

Odosdesign, “Globb” by Stone Design, “Owwi” by Arnau Reyna,
“Karbon” by Nacar design, and “Qyos” and “Eidos” by Actiu's

R+D+I team.



STAY IN TOUCH

Attending Milano's Salone del Mobile in 2024?

If you are interested in attending some of our brand events or
displays and want to stay in touch with our Innerspace Team

during your stay, please contact Jon on the details below. 

Jon Miles
0417 966 474

jon@innerspacewa.com.au


